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Infectious and non-infectious diseases remain the world’s leading
cause of death, accounting for tens of millions of deaths each year.
New and emerging diseases are daunting challenges to human health.
Globalization has led to faster transportation, thereby increasing the
spread of diseases. Nowadays, outbreaks of pestiferous emerging
diseases encompass the entire world in unprecedented speed
demanding a quick response by the medical professionals to save
lives. Therefore, physicians are challenged to acquire valid up-to-date
scientific information and provide advanced and expedient medical
care to patients. This could be achieved only through a sound scientific
medical research, the results of which is essential to undertake necessary
measures against diseases in the routine day to day clinical practices.
Scientific research and discovery are progressing at unprecedented
speed to address the need for timely and valid scientific information.
How could we keep our need for up-to-date scientific information
in pace with such surge in progress of research in medical sciences?
Undoubtedly, at this juncture of information era, fast and quality
scientific information-exchange is imperative to cope up with the
current momentum of scientific development. Online electronic
journals provide a fast and easily accessible means of scientific
information-exchange at any place, any time and at easily affordable
or no costs. OMICS Publishing Group is one among the leading Open
Access publication models which enable the dissemination of quality
research articles to the global scientific community through quick
online reviewing process. Appropriate and timely research articles help
clinicians to appreciate the concepts being developed and judge the

extent to which the results can be applied in their practices. The research
findings provide basis on which clinical actions can be planned and
implemented. Journal of Clinical and Experimental Pathology (JCEP)
of the OMICS Publishing Group is an open-access peer-reviewed
medical journal, which publishes such high quality articles in clinical
and experimental medicine. The articles are published following a
rigorous peer-review process managed by editorial team of global
leading experts (http://www.omicsonline.org/editorialboardJCEP.
php) in the field of pathology and clinical medicine. Hereby, OMICS/
JCEP invites medical and biomedical scientists to submit their research
works on clinical and experimental medicine to JCEP for a high quality,
fast, peer-reviewed and reliable open-access online publication.
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